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Judge Rules Obama Can
Be on Ballot in Georgia
Orly Taitz files Appeal
see http://www.OrlyTaitz.com
The Defendant Barack Hussein
Ainokea
ObamaII aka Barry Soetoro refused to
appear for court as ordered, nevertheless, judge Malihi was paid a docket
fee and permitted by the attorneys to
ack a as a magistrate to arbitrarily
decide the facts. Guess what? Judge
Malihi took the opportunity to rewrite
the record to favor the Defendant
Obama in this case where Obama was
ORDERED to appear in court to
defend against charges that he is not
Constitutionally qualified to hold
Office of President. Refused to appear.
Obama refused to appear, but the judge ruled in his favor? WTF !?
The truth is and facts prove that Obama can NOT qualify for POTUS,
because his father was a citizen of Kenya, as a subject of the United Kingdom,
at Obama's birth, therefore, Barry Soetoro is not a Natural Born US Citizen.
Even the judge admited that the plaintiffs had a successful default judgment
until they granted the judge jurisdiction (and discretion to try the case:
"Ordinarily, the Court would enter a default order against a party that fails to participate in any state of a proceeding....Nonetheless, despite the defendant's failure to appear, Plaintiffs asked this Court to decide the case on the merits of their
arguments and evidence. The Court granted Plaintiffs' request."
Thus having the consent of the attorneys and given impunity for bias and
prejudice judge Michael M. Malihi may have wanted to teach everyone that is is
a bad idea to trust a judge, and he proceded to emasculate, excoriate and eviscerate all the evidence and records presented at trial, and to advocate for Obama.
Malihi also chose to embelish his decision with references to the common law of
the British Kingdom which are and have been inappropriate here since 1776 and
wholly inane since the ratification of the Constitution for the United States of
America the Supreme Law of the Land.
At the court hearing in Georgia January 26, attorney Orly Taitz presented the
following evidence to prove Obama is a fraud, usurper, social security I.D. criminal, birth certificate forgery fraud, etc:
1. affidavit and testimony of Chris Strunk in regards to Obama’s use of last
name Soebarkah
2. affidavit and testimony by Linda Jordan, that Obama’s Social security
number 042-68-4425 used by Obama, does not pass e-verify
3. affidavit and testimony by licensed detective Susan Daniels, showing that
SSN used by Obama, was issued to another individual, who was born in 1890.
4. affidavit and testimony by Felicito Papa, Information Technology expert,
who showed that Obama’s alleged birth certificate on line, is a computer generated forgery. Also, evidence that on Obama’s tax returns in 2009 he used the same
SSN 042-68-4425, which was never assigned to him
5. affidavit and testimony by scanning and typesetting expert, Douglas Vogt,
that Obama’s alleged Hawaii birth certificate on line is a computer generated forgry and not a scan of a single document
6.affidavit and testimony of retired deportation officer John Sampson, testifying to evidence of fraud in Obama’s birth certificate and social security number, as well as evidence,that Obama possibly immigrated to US together with his
stepfather Lolo Soetoro. Mr. Sampson testified, that in cases like this he would
seek a warrant for an arrest and deportation.
7. Obama’s law license application evidenced perjury and fraud and hiding
his prior last names Soetoro and Soebarkah. I testified, that after I complained to
IL bar, Obama changed his record from inactive to not eligible to practice law.
When I filed a complaint with the IL bar, Obama chose to forfeit his law license
in order to hide his identity.
Orly Taitz summarized thus: When I served Obama with a subpoena to
appear in court and provide certified copies of his long form Hawaii birth certificate, application for the Social Securty card, immigration and naturalization
records, Obama chose not to appear in court....he did it to hide his identity under
the last names Soetoro and Soebarkah and hide evidence of Social Security fraud
and forgery, she concluded. She is the only attorney to file an Appeal in this case.
[Editor’s Note: There is no doubt that Obama senior was an African savage
at UH who raped and impregnated an underage American girl. Additionally,
since polygamy is frowned upon in the United States of America, then Obama's
parents were never married and never subject to the jurisdiction of the United
States laws on the matter. Apparently the Usurper in Chief is an illegal alien
who should be deported poste haste all the way to GITMO for TREASON]

MolokaiBoyII Boat and three
Others Beached on Maui

The 30-foot fishing boat Molokai Boy II was the victim of high winds when
it was blown off its mooring last night and came to rest on a reef in waters fronting
the Canoe’s Restaurant in Lahaina.
When fire and jet ski crews arrived on scene at 11:01 a.m., the Molokai Boy
II vessel had settled on the reef at the north end of Front Street. No one was on
board at the time of the incident.
A 45-foot catamaran was left stuck on the beach near Pu’u Keka’a (Black
Rock), secured by an anchor, after it drifted ashore. Officials say the Aikane lost
power while being moved to Mala Wharf, and drifted ashore this morning near the
Sheraton Hotel. The boat was too large to be towed off the beach.
Responding to the scene were personnel from the US Coast Guard, a Jet Ski,
and fire crews from Engine 11 out of Napili.
A fire was contained to the engine of the 60 feet long trawler Pacific Maid
when it hit the rocks, and the fire was extinguished by 10:30 a.m, said Maui Fire
Services Chief Lee Mainaga. Ladder and tanker crews from the Lahaina Station,
along with a Jet Ski and Coast Guard personnel responded to assist.
And, Little Lady, a 29-foot recreational sailing vessel was reported grounded
south of Lahaina Monday on morning. The Coast Guard’s search for the owner,
Randy Perez, was suspended today after he was located safely ashore. Coast
Guardsmen in Sector Honolulu were able to contact a friend of the owner, who
reported Perez was not in distress.
A coast guard and marine safety team arried on the scene this morning to
assess the condition of the boat. Pacific Environmental Corporation has been hired
to assess and remove any quantity of hazardous material found aboard.
Back on Feb. 4, MFD Reported boat in distress off of Ilio Point, with no
power. RB-4 responded to a 17' foot Alii Kai with 3 male parties on board. RB-4
made contact with the disabled boat at 1327 hours, secured the vessel, and waited
till USCG arrived at 1412 hours, at which time they took over the scene and towed
the boat back to Oahu.
Strong southerly and westerly winds are expected to diminish today, replaced
by a cold front with strong northerly winds for a couple days.
BACK on LAND: Residents of Kahalemua Housing Complex were evacuated due to a propane leak. Supply line was ruptured due to an owner of one unit
weeding that hit the gas line with a machete. E-9 provided vapor suppression with
a hose line, then turned off the main valve on the 2,000 gallon propane tank. The
representative of the Gas Company arrived and by 1257 hours had the supply line
repaired. Residents were allowed to return as soon as it was determined safe.

Real
Property Tax Due Feb.21
WAILUKU, Maui, Hawai`i – The County of Maui, Real Property Tax
Division announced today that the second installment of the 2011-2012 tax year
are due on Tuesday, February 21, 2012. The deadline set by the Maui County
Code of February 20th falls on a holiday, thereby making this year’s deadline the
following business day, Tuesday the 21st.
Real Property tax bills from the County of Maui have been mailed to property owners or the agents servicing their accounts. Property owners who pay their
real property taxes directly and who have not received a real property tax bill
should check on their taxes by contacting the County of Maui Real Property Tax
Division by phone at (808) 270-7697, in person at the Maui Mall Service Center
(Mon-Fri 8am - 4pm), or online atwww.mauipropertytax.com.
The Real Property Tax Division is offering electronic payment options for
Real Property Taxes. Electronic payments are accepted via the internet or phone.
This service is being offered through a private vendor Link2Gov. Please keep in
mind that it is the service provider that is charging a convenience fee and that these
fees are not being collected by the County of Maui.
To make an electronic payment it is a good idea to have your tax bill on hand
because you will need your 13 digit tax map key number. For electronic payment
options visit http://www.mauicounty.gov/departments/Finance/rptpayment.htm.
To make a payment by phone call 1-877-729-4775 and follow the voice
instructions.
Property owners are reminded that failure to pay their taxes on time because
of non-receipt of a tax bill will not excuse them from being assessed a 10 percent
penalty plus interest at the rate of 12 percent per year. Unless hand delivered on
time, the United States Postal Service cancellation mark is the date of receipt by
the County of Maui. It is the taxpayer’s responsibility when sending via postal
mail to assure that all envelopes are timely postmarked by the USPS on or before
February 21, 2012, no exceptions.
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Molokai High School News

Molokai High School Book Fair

The Scholastic Book Fair will be held from Tuesday, February 21 to March
2 at Molokai High and Middle Schools’ library. Students can purchase well-priced
bestsellers, children and young adult series, journals, games, learning kits, howto-do books, and ever-popular cookbooks from 7:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. Families
are welcome from 2:00 to 3:30 p.m. Mon. to Fri. and on Tuesday & Thursday,
February 21, 23, 28, March 2 from 2:00 to 8:00 p.m. Library work-study and business students will present Family Night on Tuesday, February 28 at 6:00 p.m.
They will compete to convince eager readers to buy one of the students’ favorite
books. You can help us reach our goal of purchasing new titles for the school
library. You won’t want to miss Book Fair Family Night!

MHS National History Day Ohana Night
National History Day: 'Ohana Night February 29, 2012 from 6:00 pm - 8:00
pm @ MHS Library. Assistance on National History Day projects is available for
Washington has made tremendous preparations for a military assault on the month of February at the MHS library on every Tuesdays & Thursday from
Iran. There is speculation that Washington has called off its two longest running 2:30pm - 4:00 pm or by appointment with Social Studies teacher.
wars--Iraq and Afghanistan--in order to deploy forces against Iran. Two of
Washington’s fleets have been assigned to the Persian Gulf along with NATO
MHS Class of 2012 Senior Parent meeting
warships. Missiles have been spread amongst Washington’s Oil Emirate and
WEDNESDAY, February 22, at Kkai Elementary, Cafeteria at 4:30 pm
Middle Eastern puppet states. US troops have been deployed in Israel and
Tentative Schedule
Kuwait.
4:30 - sign-in and pick up of materials (obligations) and handouts,
==================================================
4:40 meeting officially begin
4:45 - review of important business (PTP, $ obligations, XX.....)
4:45 - 5:15 Graduation (intro committees and chairs, each chair can share
what they may need parental involvement and help in, rehearsal lunch, video)
5:15 Senior Contract
Abolishes requirement motor vehicles obtain annual inspection.
TESTIMONY: YES! We have suffered needlessly under the inspection
Molokai High School Hana Hou Tuesday & Thursday
scam for about 45 years, and it is way past time to TERMINATE the INSPECWe've added Thursday!!!!
TION scam. Mahalos, George Peabody editor for Molokai Advertiser-News
Every Tuesday & Thursday Molokai High and Middle Schools’ library is
online since 1984 weekly
http://www.MolokaiAdvertiserNews.com
open to the public from 2:00 to 8:00 p.m. as part of the 21st Century “Connecting
Molokai M’s” grant. Students and families have access to books, databases, comIn March 2011, Senate Bill 1460 passed, which would reduce the penalty puters, ipads, ebooks, tutors and refreshments are available to all participants.
Scheduled activities are:
for possession of less than an ounce to a civil fine capped at $100. The current
National History Day Support 2:30 - 4:30 p.m.
law specifies a jail stay of up to 30 days and a $1,000 fine. That bill again before
Math Support 2-3:30 p.m.
the House Health, Public and Military Affairs, and Judiciary committees. Also
Senior Project Support 2-8 p.m. on 2/21, 3/6, 4/10, 5/1
House Bill 544, which would make possession of less than an ounce a violation
College/Scholarship Support 2-4 p.m. on 3/6, 3/20, 4/10, 4/17
instead of a misdemeanor and impose a maximum $500 fine. That bill is before

Obama Starts War with Iran

Hawaii Legislature 2012:
SB 2625 Stop Safety Checks
Pakalolo Penalty to be REDUCED

the House Judiciary Committee.
=================================================

Molokai High School Community Council

The Molokai High School Community Council will be meeting on
Wednesday, March 7, 2012 at 3:30 pm in the Molokai High School Library.
The approval of genetically modified salmon has been a controversial issue Public is welcome to attend. Please call Diane Mokuau at 567-6950 regarding any
for quite some time now, and the heat surrounding the altered fish isn’t dying questions you may have.
down. Recently three United States consumer groups petitioned the Food and
Grades and Assignments Online
Drug Administration (FDA) to enforce a more strict and rigorous review process
Students and parents can access class assignments and grades at
for the genetically modified fish than is currently in place. The FDA needs to
www.engrade.com/molokaihigh.
realize that many people simply do not want to knowingly consume this toxic
Grade and assignment information will be updated on the following dates:
creation
Monday, February 27, 2012 and Thursday, March 8, 2012
============================================
If you need assistance, please contact Julia De George at 567-6950 ext. 229.

GMO Salmon Fish?

US Dollar Replacement?

Aloha Parents and Guardians of freshmen students in Class of 2015!
It looks as though a growing number of states are seeking new currencies
If you are willing to be part of a booster group for the Class of ’15, please
that are made of silver and gold. Worried that the Federal Reserve and the United
notify
Nancy Lawrence, our head advisor (nancy_lawrence@notes.k12.hi.us or
States Dollar are both on the brink of collapse, 13 states are going about the
567-6950,
ext. 278) with your name, telephone number and email address. We
business of seeking approval from their state governments to either issue their
need
volunteers
to donate snacks and/or to help plan and decorate for class activown alternative currency or explore it as an option.
ities as we progress through our years at MHS.

Tree Trimming-recyclechips eastend
call 558 8253 for appointment/ estimate.

The Moloka'i Advertiser-News

Molokai High School Drivers Education
NEW UPDATES! Please check out the website <http://molokaihigh.weebly.com/driver-education-program.html>http://molokaihigh.weebly.com/drivereducation-program.html for information regarding driver's education. This web
page will provide up to date announcements as well as prerequisites students need
to complete.

Molokai High School Junior Prom Cancelled
Due to low ticket sales the Molokai High School Junior Prom has been cancelled. If you have any questions, please call Julia De George at 567-6050.
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Molokai High School is looking for qualified COACHES WANTED
GIRLS VOLLEYBALL GIRLS CROSS COUNTRY FOOTBALL
If you are interested contact Mrs. Camie Kimball, Athletic Director at 5676959 or 336-0209. Applications at the Directors office or in the main office.
Application deadline is March 30, 2012

Molokai High Athletics Schedule
March 2
March 3
March 7
March 9
March 10
March 14
March 16
March 17

Fri
Sat
Wed
Fri
Sat
Wed
Fri
Sat

B Volleyball
Lanai Gym 7:00 pm
B Volleyball
Lanai Gym 12:00 pm
SPORTS ATHLETIC BANQUET - CAFE 6:00 PM
Softball
Seabury Duke Maliu 4:00 pm
Softball
Seabury Duke Maliu 9.00 am
SPRING SPORTS WHARF CLEAN UP
8:00 am
B Volleyball
Lahainaluna
Gym 7:00 pm
B Volleyball
Lahainaluna
Gym 12:00 pm
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Hawaii Gun Laws BAD

Molokai's Forum For Freedom
Individual’s Sovereignty vs Slavery
by George Peabody ph. 558-8253 email:

"We have staked the whole of all our political institutions upon the capacity of mankind for self-government, upon the capacity of each and all of us to govern
ourselves, to control ourselves, to sustain ourselves
according to the Ten Commandments of God."—

Bill of Rights 2nd Amendment:
“A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and
bear arms shall not be infringed.”
Wake up militia! Use it , or lose it ! Got your gun, yet?
"...with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually
pledge to each other our lives, or fortunes and our sacred honor."
(Unanimous Declaration.of Independence)
If you will not fight for the right when you can easily win without bloodshed,
and, if you will not fight when your victory will be sure and not too costly, you
may come to the moment when you will have to fight with all the odds against
you and only a precarious chance of survival. There may even be a worse case.
You may have to fight when there is no hope of victory, because it is better to perish than live as slaves.
“The people cannot delegate to government the power to do anything which
would be unlawful for them to do themselves.”- John Locke
"Those who make peaceful change impossible,
make violent change inevitable." -- Robert F. Kennedy

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Enforce the Bill of Rights !
————————————
"And how we burned in the camps later, thinking: What would things have
been like if every Security operative [insert your favorite alphabet Gang DEA,
BATFE, H.S., TSA, FBI, IRS, NSA, CIA, LEOs etc. here], when he went out at
night to make an arrest, had been uncertain whether he would return alive and
had to say goodbye to his family? Or if, during periods of mass arrests, as for
example in Leningrad, when they arrested a quarter of the entire city, people hadnot simply sat there in their lairs, paling in terror at every bang of the downstairs
door and at every step on the staircase, but had understood they had nothing left
to lose [neither do you now] and had boldly set up in the downstairs hall an
ambush of half a dozen people with axes, hammers, pokers, or whatever else was
at hand. The Organs would very quickly have suffered a shortage of officers and
transports and, notwithstanding all of Stalin's thirst; the cursed machine would
have ground to a halt!" -- The Gulag Archipelago, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

DECEPTIVE AND ANTI-GUN RIGHTS bills HB417, introduced by state
House Speaker Calvin Say, and SB 835 is the companion measure introduced by
state Senator Sam Slom, would authorize chiefs of police to issue licenses to
openly carry firearms, have been referred to the House Public Safety and Military
Affairs Committee, and they create gun registry and severe penalties for exercising your right to keep and bear arms. Bad bills
BAD: HB 441, sponsored by state Rep Blake Oshiro, is a divisive six-point
omnibus gun control measure that would mandate firearms be sold with safety
devices, impose ammunition registration, prohibit disclosure of the source of
information used to deny a firearm permit to purchase based on the applicant’s
mental disorder, require the theft of a firearm be reported within 24 hours of the
occurrence and prohibit import, sale and transfer of .50 BMG’s or cartridges.
Testimony against SB2975 Failure to Report gun thefts is a crime
Submitted by: George Peabody
We are law abiding sovereign United States Citizens who support and defend
the Constitution for the United States of America which prohibits creating us into
criminals with this anti-gun legislation that would mandate that all Hawaii gun
owners report the theft of a stolen firearm within 72 hours of discovering that
theft. This legislation serves to penalize us who are already victims of theft, burglary or robbery crimes by making us criminals for failing to file a report. Such
legislation has no impact on real crime fighting, serves to slow down law enforcement and holds gun owners responsible for the criminal actions of criminals who
steal our guns.
Instead, you should amend this legislation to impose mandatory serious
penalties against CRIMINALS who steal guns. And honor and uphold our right
to keep and bear arms in Hawaii the 50th State of the Union without infringement
from new legislation or old legislation such as Chapter 134 which is all ultra vires
infringement of 2nd Amendment.
GOOD HB 679, introduced by state Reps Ken Ito and Sharon Har, would
exempt NRA instructors from absolute liability for injury or damages caused by
discharge of their firearms during the course of providing training to obtain a permit to acquire firearms. The Senate companion is SB 834, by Sen Sam Slom.
GOOD HB 1526 by Ken Ito and Sharon Har, is a shooting range protection
bill that would prevent nuisance lawsuits against existing ranges. Limiting the liability of those who own or use a shooting range will help save existing ranges
and protect those operating ranges from frivolous lawsuits.
Discriminatory: HB114, sponsored by state Rep Angus McKelvey, would
exempt retired law enforcement officers from certain firearm and ammunition
regulations chapter 134 if they are qualified under federal law.
BAD HB 834, introduced by state Rep Karl Rhodes would make it unlawful
for a person or entity to sell or distribute ammunition unless the purchaser shows
proof that the firearm for which the ammunition is to be used is registered.
CALL YOUR LEGISLATORS AND PROTEST ALL BILLS THAT VIOLATE YOUR RIGHT TO KEEP AND BEAR ARMS....NOW NOW NOW !

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Guns Preserve YOUR Sovereignty !
Enforce the Bill of Rights!

Gun Rights Refresher
1. An armed man is a citizen. An unarmed man is a subject.
2. A gun in the hand is better than a cop on the phone.
3. If guns cause crime, then pencils cause misspelled words.
4. "Free" men do not ask permission to bear arms.
5. If you don't know your rights you don't have any.
6. Those who trade liberty for security have neither.
7. What part of "shall not be infringed" do you not understand?
8. The Second Amendment is to enforce the other 9 Amendments.
9. 64,999,987 firearms owners killed no one yesterday.
10. Guns only have two enemies; rust and politicians.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Know guns, know peace, know safety.
No guns, no peace, no safety.
You don't shoot to kill; you shoot to stay alive.
911 - government sponsored Dial-a-Prayer.
Assault is a behavior, not a gun device.
Criminals love gun control -- it makes their jobs safer.
If guns cause crime, then matches cause arson.
Only a government that is afraid of citizens prohibits guns.
You only have the rights you are willing to fight for.
Remove the people's right to bear arms, you create slaves.
The American Revolution was about gun control.

Crimes of Politicians Must Be Stopped by The People (You are The Militia)

The crime on our streets is a tiny fraction of the crime in the offices of our politicians and bureaucrats - the massive majority of crime is committeed by the criminal classes in
power. Just look at the constant abuse of power in our State government offices and you will realize the extent of crime in Government. Just consider just how many BILLIONS of
dollars a day Government extorts from the people and how little WE get in return; and just how comfortable the politicians make themselves at the expense of the peoples they extort!
The goal of the founders of America was to restrict government within severe limits and to protect the rights of soverign individuals. Government has NO rights!
Judges are impeachable. Furthermore, judges may be removed immediately for violating oaths of office, involvement in conspiracies, extortion, and failing to uphold their duty
to the common law. Judges can also be arrested, they are not exempt from this nor are any other officials, including the President of the United States.
Do the people have the power to do this? Yes, the people have the power to do everything to defend our country against all enemies foreign or domestic politician, and government has no power to say otherwise. Fascist bureaucrats might send out its armed marauders, but a huge group of The People (Militia) armed with guns as guaranteed their Right to
keep and bear arms by the 2nd Amendment is likely to stop them unless the governments decide that it is time to begin mass killings of all people who believe in the rights of Man.

Wake up ! Enforce the Bill of Rights !
“A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.” Exercise the 2nd Amendment.

S
A
F
E
T
Y
!

Private
Lessons;
Livefire
Practice

Call

558-8253

Bill of Rights
2 nd Am en d ment:
“A well regulated Militia,
being necessary to the
security of a free State,
the right of the people
to keep and bear arms,
shall not be infringed.”
Use it or lose it !
ph. 558-8253
Join the club! N.R.A.
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OBAMA Wants Molokai to be a County Town?
Legislature Considers
more
POWER?
Believe it or not! Obama has asked
Congress to grant him more power!
Constitutional Amendment to
Glenn Beck called it a prime examAllow County-Town
ple of the rise of a man becoming an
American dictator. It indicates an
Independence
Obama power grab. “This is so incredi-

bly dangerous,” Beck said on radio.
“Do not give this man consolidated
power!” Beck declared. “How much
more power does he need?” Obama’s
saying he wants to make the executive
much leaner by asking for more power. Isn’t that odd?
Obama wants more power this has nothing to do with “consolidating” departments. Obama merely seeks to create a bigger beaurocracy beholden to him and
his liberal successors.
Obama said: The executive branch also needs to change. I’ve asked this
Congress to grant me the authority to consolidate the federal bureaucracy so that
our Government is leaner, quicker, and more responsive to the needs of the
American people. [ So, consolidate is the replacement word for CHANGE ?]

obama
takes Internet Power?
Right now, the same folks that brought you the so-called "Patriot" Act, indefinite detention of American citizens, and an unaccountable TSA and an invasive
Department of Homeland Security and drone air spies watching Americans are
preparing to wage war on your freedom online.
Barack Obama is fully prepared to take unprecedented power over the internet if Congress passes it to him, that is, unless you and I stop them today.
Two bills - SOPA (HR 3261) in the House and Protect IP (S 968) in the Senate
- are being pushed by the Big Government leadership of both houses. Action on
one or both bills could happen any day.
What is Obama trying to do? Gain a foothold in the last truly free place on
earth - the internet. It's no secret that websites, social media, and other online communities are a hotbed of anti-Obama powerful activism.
From cafes in Cairo to bloggers in Beijing, those living under oppressive
regimes organize, spread information, and fight for their freedom with their words
and deeds online.
And here at home, from anti-war activists to homeschoolers, anti-tax proponents to civil libertarians, Patriots fight for their freedom online against Obama’s
expanding usurpation of powers that belong to We The People. In addition, these
actions by the Obama Regime will harm the one place where capitalism and the
free market are most flourishing.
Entrepreneurship and small business creation are at an all-time high online. An
idea and a lot of hard work can launch anything from a good side business to a
worldwide enterprise online.
Minimal startup costs. Fewer regulatory hurdles. Lower tax burdens. All of
these factors contribute to a thriving online economy - and one that would be
directly and massively harmed by SOPA and Protect IP (which should really be
called Destroy IP).
The bills give the government the power to put someone out of business for
even minor copyright violations. In fact, as originally drafted, these bills give the
government the power to shut down websites on even a private allegation of a violation. No investigation. No charges. No trial. No jury. No verdict. Entire websites could be shut down for inadvertent violations, malicious attacks, or lies.
Campaign for Liberty could be shut down virtually overnight if someone - say
a Federal Reserve official - claimed a YouTube video we promoted was a "copyright violation.
You don't need to think very hard to imagine what a hostile Obama agent or
bureaucrat could do with this power. Our economy AND our freedom are threatened in one massive takeover.

Every
Wednesday

SB 2036 County Townships Constitutional Amend Proposal
Counties; Townships
Description:
Enables counties to create townships. Specifies that counties may
create townships within the county by an initiative created by registered voters within the proposed township area, and upon approval of
the initiative by a vote. Specifies that a township shall have powers
as provided in county charter and ordinances, that may include electing a local governing body and a manager, adopting township ordinances, providing for public services, taxing real property located
within the township, and assessing fees for public services. Requires
an equitable distribution of population and economic wealth among
townships within a county.
Requires a township to consist of contiguous land and to conduct
elections independently of administration and financing by the State.
More on what is are "TOWNSHIPS
Section 1A. A county shall have the power to create townships by
an initiative conducted upon a petition of registered voters within the
proposed township area or a percentage of registered voters within
the proposed township area, whichever is less, and approved by a
vote of the residents of any discreet geographic area within the county comprising the proposed township. A township shall have powers,
duties, and requirements as provided by law."

SECTION 3. The question to be printed
on the ballot shall be as follows:
"Shall the counties have the power to create townships, which
shall have powers, duties, and requirements as provided by law,
by an initiative created by registered voters within the proposed
township area and approved by a vote of the residents of any discreet geographic area within the county comprising the proposed
township?"

American Freedoms Betrayed: Impeach!
Do you all realize yet just how much your freedoms have been betrayed by the
signing of the NDAA Bill? Any politician, including Obama is on the side of treason and treachery who signed this into law.
Senator John McCain(R) and Senator Carl Levin (D) sponsored the NDAA
Bill, knowing full well that it was a complete violation of our Miranda rights,
Constitution, Posse Comitatus and freedoms. It sets American patriots and conservatives up to be disappeared.
Drama queen Obama was promising all the way along to Veto this bill. The
truth was that according to Senator Levin, Obama wouldn’t agree to sign it if the
part about focusing potential arrests for terror suspicions wasn’t aimed at U.S. citizens. The Senate should have stone walled it and kept it from going forward when
Obama made his threats and ultimatum. Instead they were cowards and fascists.
Now, our military can legally grab you anytime out of your home without
charges and whisk you off to Gitmo or any place in the world. That is indefinitely,
without charges, no trial, and no phone call to your honey or anything. Disappear
Of course Heir Obama gave us a warm fuzzy the other day that he wouldn’t
use his power against U.S. citizens. Isn’t that comforting, especially since
Homeland Security, under Obama leaked the MIAC report in 2008 describing just
about everyone as potential domestic terrorists? That included, pro life, pro 2nd
amendment, pro state and federal sovereignty, those uncomfortable with
Communist regimes and returning vets. That pretty much defines most of America
as terrorists already.
Then we saw the activation of the FEMA camps, at least 72 of them peppered
all across the country. Gee, its almost as if Heir Obama is planning or expecting a
revolt or contrived national disaster.
As unconstitutional as this bill is, Romney (Obama light) said he supported the
NDAA Bill when asked about it in the last debate. How could any real American
support such a Bill that literally shreds our rights and gives Dictatorial powers to
the President and military.
People say you can’t lead if you don’t have political experience. I say you
can’t lead if you don’t love God and your country and have enough guts to do the
right thing at the right time to uphold, preserve and defend the Constitution for the
United States of America. Obama, Holder, Clinton, Pelosi, Reid, et al must goQ

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.
Your Company is in good company with The M.A.N.

Guns Preserve YOUR Sovereignty !
Enforce the Bill of Rights!
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America’s
Forsaken Promise
A Patriot series by Tinsley Grey Sammons

Dr. Ron Paul
for President
on
the Issues
1. Always veto unbalance budget;

Part XI THE STATUTE RACKET
(Fueled by Drug Hysteria)
Why do so many Americans continue to speak of America as a free country
when it obviously isn’t? The Founders of the Constitutional American Republic
would surely be disgusted with the Statute Racket that is engulfing the magnificently unique nation they created.
Drug Hysteria
Although drug hysteria has recently subsided a bit, media and political inertia
continues to fuel the statutory abomination known as the Drug War. Why statutes
have no sunset clause simply makes no sense.
I maintain that drug abuse and the War on Drugs are both transitory modes —
pretexts for scapegoating deviants and strengthening the state. Our official understanding of the drug problem rests on a fallacious scapegoat-type imagery and a
correspondingly erroneous approach to remedying it. For example, we conceptualize self-medication — say, with marijuana — as self-poisoning rather than as
self-pleasuring, and then rely on this image of the drug as poison to justify using
state power to punish people who possess marijuana.
Thomas Szasz, OUR RIGHT to DRUGS, (p. 62 (ISBN 0-8156-0333-9-1992
Drug hysteria has subsided even more since 1992 yet no political action to end
the insane War on Drugs can be seen coming over the horizon.
Why not?
Of the five-hundred or so lawmakers in Washington only Congressman Ron
Paul has stated for the record that the Drug War is unconstitutional. How can an
unconstitutional power persist decade after decade? With an overabundance of
juris doctors among America's legislators, how can such a power exist in the first
place? Surely, a sunset clause should be a mandatory part of every bill that a president or governor signs into law.
Sadly, the electorate rarely generates collective passion strong enough to cause
a persistent demand for the repeal of an unlawful statute. In time such statutes
become so firmly embedded in the electorate’s collective consciousness that they
become all but immutably acceptable because, that's-just-the-way-thingsare-andyou-can’t-fight-city-hall . However, a sunset clause would overcome such awful
inertia the way a hurricane extinguishes a marsh fire.
“OFF THE STREET”
Drug Prohibition ought to be repealed so that adult Americans can safely purchase their properly labeled drugs of choice from licensed sellers at a reasonable
price. After decades of waging the so-called War on Drugs, drug agents still try to
justify their outrageously expensive criminal existence by boasting that they "Get
the drugs off the street". But of course that’s utter nonsense. They surely know that
Drug Prohibition is what drove much of the drug market to the street in the first
place. A real crime must involve force or fraud. It has been painfully obvious for
decades that prohibition inflated prices actually generate such crimes. Prohibition
is in fact a color of law racket that does nothing more than create financial opportunity for parasites on both sides of the law. It's the money that generates most socalled drug related crimes, not the physiological effect of the drugs themselves.
Check out the War on Drugs Clock www.drugsense.org/wodclock.htm and ask
yourself whether or not you would voluntarily dump your hard earned money into
prohibition's bottomless pit. Unfortunately, government gladly does it for you.
Why would any American believe himself to be morally obliged to encourage
his government to do something that his own conscience would forbid that he do
himself?
Having been confidentially informed that your harmless next-door neighbor
uses illicit drugs, would you consider yourself obliged to intrude upon his privacy,
subdue and handcuff him, then take him to a jail where he will be caged then ransomed pending his being legally impoverished and/or imprisoned?
Why do Americans today tolerate the incremental re-imposition of abusive
Government Power, something from which Americans have supposedly fought to
be free since 1776?
I suggest returning to American Basics by keeping a copy of the second paragraph of the Declaration of Independence handy at all times. By repeatedly subjecting it to Critical Thinking, an individual willing to do so just might eventually
evolve into a philosophically competent human being.

LEGALIZE?
Drug Prohibition should be repealed outright. America’s lawmakers can illegalize and repeal prohibitions, but they lack lawful* authority to legislate permissions, i.e., to legalize.
*Lawful and legal are not synonyms. There is an ethical element in lawful that
can be painfully absent in legal. A healthy Conscience must be applied to determine whether or not something is actually lawful and not merely legal. –Tinsley
Grey Sammons American lawmakers can enact prohibitions (“illegalize”) and can
repeal prohibitions, but they cannot legislate permissions (“legalize”). –Thomas
Szasz, OUR RIGHT TO DRUGS
When folks beg government to legalize something they are playing into the
hands of the evil statists. They should instead be demanding an across-the-board
repeal of de facto Drug Prohibition.
Nibbling away at the drug tyranny on bended knee with medicinal marijuana
requests merely acknowledges the wrongfully assumed and usurped power of government to prohibit when no such power can lawfully exist. In fact, it is a dreadful
wrong and under the light of Critical Thinking can easily be recognized as such.
One of the most powerful and important Principles upon which America lawfully stands is the natural presumption of legality. If there is no law expressly forbidding something, then it may be presumed to be legal. The American People
have unpardonably acquiesced while lawyers, politicians, and lawyer/politicians
cleverly usurped the unlawful Power to systematically violate the Bill of Rights.
The enormous financial turf called, The War on Drugs, is unlawful, i.e.
usurped Power acquired by deliberate misinterpretation of the Constitution’s
Commerce Clause. It actually does nothing more than serve opportunists, parasites, and criminals on both sides of the law. There is nothing intrinsically criminal
about self-medicating or simply choosing recreational alternatives to ethyl alcohol.
Perhaps Commerce CLAWS is more accurately descriptive of what is surely
the major flaw in the American Constitution.
[part XII Severly Limited Power begins page 27 next week MANonline

refuse to raise US borrowing limit; eliminate income taxes, estate taxes, and cut
$1-trillion from the annual budget.
2. Repeal ObamaCARE, and turn
medical cost back to patient and doctor
relationship and medical save accounts.
3. Abolish welfare state to discourage illegal immigration and taxpayer
ripoff; end citizenship for anchor babies;
4. Avoid wars with Iran, and stop military aid to terrorist nation Israel;
5 Allow states to define life as beginning at conception, veto federal money
for abortions; supporty policy to facilitate homeschooling;
6. Audit the Fed, support Constitutional laws, Bring the Troops home now!

Dollar
Down vs Metal Money
The states seeking metal based currency to replace worthless paper currency
include Minnesota, Tennessee, Iowa, South Carolina and Georgia.
The number of states looking to get approval for this has grown, and grown
fast. Just three years ago only three states had this request in place.
It looks like more states may jump on the bandwagon as well, as more and
more states will look towards their state governments because of a growing fear of
a Federal Reserve collapse.
“In the event of hyperinflation, depression, or other economic calamity related to the breakdown of the Federal Reserve System … the State’s governmental
finances and private economy will be thrown into chaos,” said North Carolina
Republican Representative Glen Bradley in a currency bill he introduced last year.
While this may seem like a good idea, and in the long run may work out, here
is where the law gets muddled and things get complicated.
Individual communities are allowed to create their own currency, as long as it
is easily distinguishable from U.S. dollars. With that being said, the Constitution
bans states from printing their own paper money or issuing their own currency.
The U.S. Constitution does, however, allow states to make “gold and silver
Coin a Tender in Payment of Debts.”
This is definitely an interesting turn of events in how states and their state governments are beginning to view American currency.
The dollar is so weak right now that many states just want to discard it altogether and implement their own monetary system.
While I see how this may work, I also see how it could cause a lot of problems
for the way we view money and how we spend it. What is to stop a state from
charging a different amount of money on certain things, based on how their new
monetary system is built?
We are only still in the beginning steps of this, and I don’t know that the
Federal government is even going to consider this too much, but if they do, new
laws would need to be written to enable a new state-by-state currency to flow
smoothly. There are also more technical concerns regarding tax collection and
how the Internal Revenue Service will respond to such developments.
[Hey, tell IRS go toHell, YOU ARE FIRED !! ]
====================================

Romney Backed by Goldman Sachs
The top donor to former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney’s presidential campaign, investment banking and securities firm Goldman Sachs, received over $10
billion in emergency lending and bailouts from the Federal Reserve after the 2008
financial meltdown, according to public sources and published reports.
Goldman backed Obama for election in 2008, and the firm, like many Wall
Street institutions, is now backing Mitt Romney for president.
Romney has long had a close relationship with Goldman Sachs. In 1999
Romney purchased initial IPO shares in Goldman that netted him $1.1 million in
profits when he sold them in 2010.
And The New York Times recently reported that “many of the assets in
Romney’s blind trust” are managed by Goldman.
Today, Goldman is Romney’s largest donor.
And nine of Romney’s top 20 campaign contributors are big Wall Street Banks
like Goldman. But Goldman leads all Romney contributors, having donated
$367,200 to his campaign, according to the Center for Responsive Politics.
Six of those nine top contributors received over $161 billion in taxpayer
bailouts, reports ProPublica, the independent, Pulitzer Prize-winning investigative
organization.

“Political Parties are likely in the course of time and things to
become potent engines by which cunning, ambitious and unprincipled men will be enabled to subvert the power of the people and to
usurp for themselves the reins of government. ”
—George Washington
Watch video: "HONOLULU INVASION" online at
http://www.birthersummit.org/news/in-the-news/63-the-birthersummit-presents-honolulu-invasion.html
BirtherSummit:
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Yes, lots of evidence points to
Kenya as Obama/Soetoro's birth place,
not Hawaii.
Lots of evidence shows the
Obamagang is motivated by a lawless
hostility toward the Constitution for the
United States of America the Supreme
Law of the Land; applies race biased
invidious discriminatory animus
toward middle class and poor

Caucasians; and, exempts his cohorts
from the equal enforcement of the law
to effect a power shift away from
Constitutionally limited government in
republican form by We The People to
incrementally effect a race/sectarian
biased Marxist socialist dictatorship
under color of law, i.e., “fundamentally
change America” as Obama promised
he would do.
Obama should be immediately
arrested for TREASON, War Crimes,
Fraud, etc. etc. along with all his Czars
and attorneys and justice obstructing
federal judges and complicit members
of Congress and Senate, and Bush
I&II, and Clintons B&H, Pelosi, Reid,
and State of Hawaii governors Linda
Lingle, Neil Abercrombie, DNC,

RNC, militant Black Panthers,
Zionists, and Neo-Cons. If not, USA
is on the fast track to 3rd World Order.
Bloger Koos is right: White voters let their self-hatred and white coolie
guilt overrule good sense and good
judgement when they voted for this
slimeball
illegal
alien
fraud
Obama/Soetoro, and his cabal of farleft Israel-first and Muslim Black
Nationalist enemies of the Constitution
and the natural born American Citizens
and good legal immigrants. You
deserve Obama government, unless
you repent to God and take immediate
action to correct this Constitutional crisis as is our DUTY as described in our
1776 Unanimous Declaration !
George Peabody, editor since 1984.

